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Is not in the blue skies
Is not in the blue skies
Is not in the blue skies

Not in the blue skies

Down in the rain
Don't wash away the pain again 
'cause I've been burst
When I look in my eyes .. but blue skies.
Down in the rain
Don't wash away the pain again 
Inside we burn 
Open my eyes. 

See I got this walking on the ..line, tryin to keep my move right
Heard the .. through stormy weather, 
Cloudy in the moon light, .. for a few nights

Always kept my crew tight, empty on a few light
Made it here on .. you ain't on a sunny day 
Setting and now I'm f*cking pray, 
went through ups and downs but knew I rise to fight another day
king of lot of battles y'all, here my ground like .. 
chargin up this manner doors, ain't stop until I have it all
this game I'm in the studio so .. the same song, 
and change some but I won't forgive where I came from
for roller kids live in the middle class America, 
somebody needs to be the voice for us so I'm preparing to put it all on line
for the generation that I'm a f*cking part with with a heart of a lion
Now don't .. bitch I came up being hated and level low still always debating
Now I'm watching on the faces of the critics say as I'm naked yeah 

Down in the rain

Don't wash away the pain again 
'cause I've been burst
When I look in my eyes .. the blue skies.
Down in the rain
Don't wash away the pain again 
Inside we burn 
Open my eyes. 

He's been a struggle since he always seen the first hand 
Keeping til my work plan, tryin' to make it work and 
.. for an implant, stopping the quick sand, 
Homie check my wings spend and I will never hit land, 
So high in the atmosphere I'm walking down on planes
Got the blood of a .. and in my veins
Mother*cker I've been stucking in the underground like the rules of the plan
And people doubted every move till I prove that I can, 
Shit I come in to f*cking need you .. and my face behind, 
Labels scared to take a chance 'cause they can't define
Anybody stepping better back off now, 
They can hit the ground got em yellin' out black hold down 
My man concerned and always will be the music
While these others so call rappers more concerned about the shooters
Like the fighting is the current, but f*ck it I'm duded right 
Grind until I'm looking up .. in the blue skies. 



Down in the rain
Don't wash away the pain again 
'cause I've been burst
When I look in my eyes .. the blue skies.
Down in the rain
Don't wash away the pain again 
Inside we burn 
Open my eyes. 

This rise against the time, let's take a f*cking stand 
For rolling unbelieving show em that we f*cking can 
Competition .. in .. and fearing in destruction
'cause when I'm never I was down I burst it off and I .. 
So when they tryin' to tell you that you want amount enough
And .. a few the f*cking fire, bring your soul and keep on coming
persistent till you get it, wish your body to the limit 
And shit when you get your moment, you best be ready to leave it,
So now is blue as skies, and live in super size, 
But shit can change in a second this game is due or die, 
All I can do is try never fearing .. or dirt, 
Always keeping real, that's why they feeling it like praying words 
Is time to take my turn and risk it all now, 
And I ain't got no safetiness so if I fall now
This shit will kill me, so welcome to my true life
On the edge lookin' up at .. I'm in the blue skies.
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